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Perovskites are a huge family of compounds to which the
natural titanium mineral CaTiO3 is the common ancestor. The
cubic structure looks apparently simple, but the variety of
metal ions and mixtures thereof that fit into a perovskite lattice
is tremendous. Even in the case that the ionic radii do not allow
for a perfect cubic ordering, there are various superstructures
and orbital-ordering effects to cope elegantly with distortions.
The compositional and structural flexibility offers a large
toolbox to design and synthesize perovskites with tailored
properties searched for by physicists, chemists, materials
scientists and device engineers. These materials are equally of
interest for fundamental studies and for applied research while
both viewpoints cross-fertilize each other regularly. Our
overview starts with the discovery of ferromagnetism in
manganites in 1950 and ranges until 2016: Today, halide
perovskites are fully in focus for their potential in photovoltaic
applications. This is certainly not an endpoint, but another
milestone in a long series of often-unexpected discoveries on
an ‘evergreen material’. Ball-and-stick model of the ideal cubic perovskite structure.

The cation at the central position or ‘B site’ (small black dot)
defines the group name (e.g., titanates) and plays a key role for
the physical properties of the material.
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1 Introduction The term ‘perovskites’ describes
today a wide family of natural and synthetic oxides with
a cubic or orthorhombic structure and the general formula
ABO3 with A and B being metal ions. They gain their
name from the mineral calcium titanate, CaTiO3, which

was discovered 1839 by G. Rose in the Ural Mountains
and later named after the mineralogist L.A. Perovski.
Closely related to this mineral are strontium titanate,
SrTiO3, discovered as the sparse mineral ‘tausonite’ just in
1982, and BaTiO3, which hardly occurs in nature in pure
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form. Similar to these titanates, there are also silicate
perovskites with the general formula (Mg,Fe)SiO3. Iron-
magnesium silicates are abundantly present in the Earth’s
lower mantle, where they are stabilized by the high
pressure-high temperature conditions. Pure MgSiO3 was
so far only found on the Earth’s surface as inclusions in the
Tenham meteorite and named ‘bridgmanite’ in 2014, in
honour of P.W. Bridgman who was awarded the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1946 [1]. Besides silicates and
titanates, there is a wide variety of oxides termed after the
B site ion such as ferrites, cobaltates, chromates,
tantalates, niobates, cuprates and manganites. The A sites
(corner positions) and B sites (central position) are
illustrated in Fig. 1a, rendering exemplarily the structure
of BaTiO3. Practically all metal ions from Mendeleev’s
table can occur in natural- or synthetic perovskites,
provided the ionic radii of A and B fulfill certain stability
criteria discussed in Section 2 and that their summed-up
chemical valence is þ6. Both ‘guidelines’ are not really
strict since a non-ideal ratio of radii can often be
compensated by slight deviations from the cubic structure
and vacancies on the O2� sites are possible as well.

This considerable flexibility gives rise to a plethora of
effects and physical properties, which can often be tuned
within a wide parameter range: The A sites can for example,
be occupied by mixtures of di- and trivalent cations
provided they have a similar diameter. Using B-site ions that
occur in different valence states (such as iron, copper and
manganese) results in mixed-valence perovskites, which
show electrical conductivity. Rare earth- or transition metal
ions at the B position often go along with magnetic ordering
phenomena. A few types of B ions (Cu2þ, Mn3þ) are Jahn–
Teller active, resulting in spontaneous local or collective
lattice distortions, affecting in turn the electronic conduction
and the magnetic structure.

Our overview starts with the discovery of ferromagnetic
ordering in (La1�xSrx)MnO3 mixed crystals by G. H. Jonker
and J. H. Van Santen in 1950 [2]. Hence, we take 1950 as the
starting year of research into perovskites from the viewpoint

Figure 1 a) shows the ideal cubic perovskite structure found in
BaTiO3 (t¼ 0.96, space group Pm3m), b) orthorhomically
distorted superstructure of CaTiO3 (t¼ 0.83) seen as projection
along the c axis with tilt and rotation of the TiO6 octahedra, and
c) the cubic double-perovskite structure found in Sr2FeMoO6

[14]. For clarity, only the rocksalt-type sublattice of Fe3þ and
Mo6þ is shown with two O2� octahedra. Panel d) illustrates
the unit cell of the bilayer perovskite LaSr2Mn2O7 with Mn3þ
and Mn4þ in equal numbers; see Ref. [15].
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of functional properties, not forgetting about earlier
crystallographic work by V. Goldschmidt and H. Megaw
[3, 4]. Also in 1950, Jonker and Van Santen noticed that the
conductivity of these perovskites changes from semicon-
ductor-like above the Curie temperature TC to metallic-like
below TC� 270K [5]. Negative magnetoresistance withDR/
R0��8% slightly below TC was observed by J. Volger in
1954 in a field of 3000 Oe (300mT) [6]. The relative
resistance drop was not spectacular; however, the fact of a
resistance decrease instead of the conventional, weakly
positive magnetoresistance was remarkable. In the same
period, also the first report by G. Parravano was published
on the catalytic activity of La0.65Sr0.35MnO3 for the
oxidation of carbon monoxide [7].

In 1993, manganites made a vibrant revival when R. von
Helmolt found resistance drops by 60% in epitaxial thin
films at room temperature in a six Tesla field: The term
colossal negative magnetoresistance (CMR) was born [8]. A
few years earlier, in 1986, a ground-breaking discovery had
taken place in the field of electrically conducting oxides:
J. G. Bednorz and K. A. M€uller reported high-temperature
superconductivity (HTSC) in perovskite-related cuprates
[9]. Both received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1987 ‘for
their important break-through in the discovery of super-
conductivity in ceramic materials and a worldwide wave of
topical research programs was launched. Today, 30 years
later, cuprates are somewhat out of focus but oxide
electronics in the broadest sense became a well-established
field with plenty of facets. Also here, the first studies date a
long way back and, as an example, the dielectric properties
of para- and ferroelectric titanates were systematically
mapped by G. Rupprecht and R. O. Bell in 1964, laying the
foundations for multiferroic materials [10].

Besides of perovskites belonging to the oxides, there is
also increasing attention for halide-based perovskites. First
publications on this topic date back to 1985 and earlier [11].
In the sum formula ABX3 the X stands for F, Cl, Br, or I
while A and B are mono- and divalent cations, respectively.
Although this review article addresses mainly oxide-type
perovskites, we will discuss halide perovskites in Section 8
in the context of emerging photovoltaic applications. Since
the first publication on perovskite-sensitized solar cells with
high efficiency by M. Gr€atzel and co-workers in late 2012,
this is a more than flourishing field [12, 13]. Already for the
year 2015, Web-of-Science documents more than 1500
articles under the keyword ‘perovskite solar cell’. This is an
overwhelming boom, which can only be compared to the
worldwide research efforts launched after the discovery of
high-temperature superconductivity in cuprates.

This review article will cover the years from 1950 until
2016 and we will not only focus on the ‘highlights’
mentioned above, but also on a few niche applications in
which perovskites play a decisive role. It would be
impossible to provide a complete overview on all existing
topical literature and therefore we limit ourselves to
selected, but representative results. Wherever possible,
the reader will be referred to review articles and books in

which selected sub-topics of perovskite research are
discussed in full detail. Also, this feature article seeks to
present the topic not only from the viewpoint of solid-state
physics but tries to motivate the interest in these special
compounds also from the perspective of chemistry,
materials science and device engineering.

2 The perovskite structure and its derivatives
2.1 Simple-cubic perovskites and the tolerance

factor The composition of perovskites is flexible regard-
ing the cations A and B as long as charge neutrality of the
unit cell is given. However, it depends on the ionic radii r
of A and B whether a perfectly cubic structure will be
formed or a distorted structure with lower, usually
tetragonal or orthorhombic symmetry. When looking at
the perfectly cubic structure in Fig. 1a), the height is given
by rAþ rO while the side-diagonal length is defined by
rBþ rO. In a perfect cube, the lattice constant and side
diagonals are in the ratio 1/√2. Based on this geometric
consideration, V. M. Goldschmitt defined in 1926 the
tolerance factor t, given by Eq. (1) [3]:

t ¼ rA þ rOffiffiffi
2

p
rB þ rOð Þ ð1Þ

Perovskites with t� 1 are cubic, for t< 0.9 distortions are
expected, and stable compounds with t> 1.0 are not
identified so far, neither natural nor synthetic. When
looking at the ionic radii of Ca2þ (97 pm), Ba2þ (135 pm),
Ti4þ (61 pm) and O2� (145 pm), we obtain t¼ 0.96 for
BaTiO3 (cubic above 120 8C, a¼ 3.996 Å) and t¼ 0.83 in
case of CaTiO3 (orthorhombically distorted). A low t value
means that the BO3 octahedra are too large to fit into the
cube defined by the A ions at the corner positions. This is
compensated by an alternating tilt- and rotation pattern of
these octahedra, resulting in the superstructure of CaTiO3

shown in Fig. 1b. The orthorhombic crystallographic unit
cell (a¼ 5.387 Å, b¼ 5.439 Å, c¼ 7.646 Å) has four times
the volume of the chemical unit cell [16]. In approxima-
tion, we can write a� b�√2 a0 and c� 2 a0, with a0

denoting the cubic unit cell. The concept of the tolerance
factor, defined so far only for perovskites, was recently
extended to the ionic filling fraction IFF that is applicable
to arbitrary crystalline structures [17].

2.2 Jahn–Teller deformations and orbital
ordering In case of specific B-site ions, with Cu2þ,
Ni3þ and Mn3þ as best-known examples, the BO6 octahedra
can show a spontaneous deformation to an elongated or
compressed form as shown in Fig. 2. This is a result of the
Jahn–Teller (JT) theorem, stating that the ground-state
energy of a system, be it a molecule or a crystalline unit cell,
can be lowered upon a structural deformation which lifts the
energetic degeneracy of electron orbitals [18]. In case of
Mn3þ, there are four electrons in the 3d orbitals. Three of
them occupy the energetically equivalent xy-, xz- and yz
orbitals (t2g states) while the fourth electron, at the
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energetically higher eg level, occupies either a 3z
2� r2 or an

x2� y2 orbital. Elongation of aMnO6 octahedron along the z
axis favours the 3z2� r2 form (lowering of total energy) and
raises the energy of the x2� y2 orbital, which is hence less
probably occupied (Fig. 2a, b). Vice versa, compression of
the z-axis results in a widening along the x- and y-axes and
the x2� y2 orbital form becomes favourable (Fig. 2c). When
starting from an undistorted octahedron, stretching for
example, along the z-axis with a displacement d has a
twofold effect: The potential energy of Coulomb repulsion
between the 3z2� r2 electron and the O2� ion decreases
approximately proportional to d while the elastic-deforma-
tion energy rises with d2. The total energy has therefore a
local minimum at an equilibrium deformation d� > 0. For
LaMnO3, containing only Mn3þ, d� is in the order of 0.15 Å
or 4% of the lattice constant while the achieved energy
decrease corresponds to 0.6 eV per unit cell [19].

Perovskites in which each unit cell contains a JT-active
ion show characteristic long-range distortions due to a
collective arrangement of elongated octahedra. This is known
asorbitalorderingorcooperativeJahn–Tellereffect. Incaseof
LaMnO3 single crystals, Rodr�ıguez-Carvajal et al. found
orbital ordering at a transition temperature TJT� 750K using
neutrondiffraction [20].AboveTJT, the structure is apparently
cubic due to equal presence of randomly distributed x2� y2

and3z2� r2 orbitals, the latterwitha randomorientationalong
the threemain crystallographic axes.BelowTJT, the elongated
distortion form, hosting 3z2� r2 orbitals, becomes prevalent.
This was identified from a shrinking of the c-axis lattice
constant with simultaneous expansion of the b axis.

Another perovskite that displays cooperative ordering of
Jahn–Teller distortions is KCrF3 in which Cr2þ is the JT-
active ion, see Fig. 3 [21]: Using high-resolution synchro
tron X-ray diffraction, Margadonna and Karotsis determined
the bond lengths between Cr2þ and the six surrounding F-

ions to be uniformly a¼ 2.116 Å for temperatures above
TJT¼ 973K. Analysis of the orbital mixing coefficients
revealed a statistically equal occupation of x2� y2- and
3z2� r2 orbitals in the high-temperature phase.BelowTJT, the
bonds along one axis expanded to 2.294 Å while those in the
two perpendicular directions shrunk to �1.99 Å, indicating

theelongateddistortiondisplayed inFig.2b.Comparisonwith
themacroscopically determined lattice constants revealed the
so-called antiferrodistorsive orbital pattern in the ab plane
shownin the insertofFig.3.Along thecaxis, theorientationof
the elongated octahedral axis shows the same alternating
pattern as along the a- and b-directions [22].

Furthermore, orbital-ordering effects occur in SrRuO3

[23], vanadites such as LuVO3 [24, 25] and the manganite
Pr1�xSrxMnO3 with x¼ 0, 0.5, and 0.75 [26]. Hence, orbital
ordering can also occur for certain integer ratios between
Mn3þ and Mn4þ, which is for example, also the case in the
layered compound La0.5Sr1.5MnO4 [27]. For further reading
from an experimental perspective, we refer to the feature
article by Goodenough and Zhou [28]. The relationship
between orbital ordering and the electronic band structure of
perovskites is analysed [29], providing also an overview on
a plurality of orbitally ordered structures beyond the
antiferrodistorsive ordering addressed above.

2.3 Charge-ordering effects in perovskites This
phenomenon can occur in all perovskites in which the B-site
cations can attain different ionization states. Historically, it
goes back to the Verwey transition discovered in 1939 on
magnetite (Fe3O4, spinel-type structure) [30, 31]. The
crystalline unit cell contains eight Fe3þ ions fixed at
tetrahedral positions and the octahedral positions are
randomly filled with eight Fe2þ- and eight Fe3þ ions.
Hence, thermally activated hopping allows for a semicon-
ductor-like conductivity. Upon cooling below the charge-
ordering temperature TCO¼ 125K, the distribution of Fe2þ-
and Fe3þ ions freezes into a regular lattice that is stabilized

Figure 2 a) Projection of a non-distorted Mn4þO2� octahedron in
the xz plane; the 3d states xy, xz and yz are occupied. b) Stretching
of aMn3þO6

2� octahedron with a deformation parameter d favours
occupation of the 3d (3z2� r2) orbital due to the Jahn–Teller effect.
c) Compression along z and expansion in the xy plane favours the
3d (x2� y2) orbital energetically.

Figure 3 The perovskite KCrF3 with Jahn-Teller-active Cr
2þ ions

shows a first-order orbital-ordering transition at TJT¼ 973K,
resulting in a bifurcation of the lattice constants. The high-
temperature phase is cubic while a long-range tetragonal distortion
sets in upon cooling below TJT: The elongated Cr2þF6� octahedra
form an alternating antiferrodistorsive pattern in the expanding ab
plane while the c axis contracts. The volume per formula unit drops
upon heating above TJT. Adapted from Ref. [21] with permission
of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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by Coulomb repulsion and the resistance shows a jump-like
increase by two orders of magnitude.

Within the perovskite context, manganites are the
mostly studied charge-ordering compounds. Single
crystals of Pr0.5Sr0.5MnO3 exhibit Mn3þ- and Mn4þ ions
in a 1:1 ratio, resulting in a first-order charge ordering
transition (CO) at TCO� 140K as confirmed by resistivity-,
magnetization and neutron-diffraction measurements
[26, 32]. Similarly, Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 also has the 1:1 ratio
of manganese valencies and CO occurs at TCO� 220K
[33, 34]. Figure 4 shows the crystallographic structure of the
ab plane determined by neutron diffraction with Rietveld
refinement at a temperature of 10K. The checker-board
distribution of Mn3þ and Mn4þ is clearly visible and the
structure repeats congruently along the c axis. Interestingly,
these CO states can be destroyed by a magnetic field,
resulting in the colossal magnetoresistance effects that will
be discussed in Section 5. For a detailed overview on charge
ordering in manganese perovskites we refer to a review
article by Rao et al. [35].

Related to charge ordering is the so-called charge-
disproportionation effect, known e.g., for the ferrite-based
perovskites CaFeO3 and SrFeO3 [36, 37] and for the
nickelate SmNiO3 [38]. These compounds are poor
conductors, not insulators, and the conductivity is possibly
related to oxygen vacancies. CaFeO3 undergoes a transition
to an insulating state below 290K. The disproportionation
mechanism encompasses (formally) a shift of valence
electrons in the sense 2 Fe4þ! Fe3þþFe5þ, the latter
forming practically a covalently bound state with oxygen
ions. The disproportionation in the nickelate is supposed to
be 2 Ni3þ!Ni2þþNi5þ and the conductivity of the
material can be modulated by electron doping at room
temperature within eight orders of magnitude [38].

2.4 Double perovskites Many of the structural
pecularities discussed so far, and the physical phenomena
addressed in the next sections, return in double perovskites
with the formula A2B0B00O6. Well-known examples are,
Ba2CaWO6 described already in 1972 [39] and Sr2FeMoO6

showing a strong CMR effect at room temperature [14, 40].

In a review from 2015, Vasala and Karppinen indicate that
several hundred B0B00 combinations are possible when
looking only at Ca2þ, Sr2þ, Ba2þ and La3þ as A-site cations
[41]. With divalent A-site ions (A2þ) the combination of
oxidation states at the B sites can range from B01þ/B007þ to
B04þ/B004þ with the only boundary condition that Gold-
schmitt’s tolerance factor t is close to 1.

In several double perovskites, including Sr2FeMoO6,
the B0 and B00 ions arrange in regular superstructures such as
the rock-salt ordering shown in Fig. 2c. To account for the
alternating B0–B00 sequence along all crystal axes, a new
tetragonal unit cell (u.c.), containing two formula units, is
defined on basis of the cubic u.c. according to ct� 2 a0 and
at� bt�√2 a0. The corner points can be chosen to be either
B0 or B” ions. We mention this re-definition, similar to Fig.
2b, to avoid possible confusion when comparing crystallo-
graphic data set from different literature sources. Interest-
ingly, double perovskites do exist in nature, be it not in the
form of oxides but as fluorites: The minerals elpasolite
K2NaAlF6 (named after El Paso County, Colorado) and
cryolite Na3AlF6 (mined formerly in Greenland as an
aluminium ore) are natural predecessors of the recent class
of halide perovskites with their tremendous role in
photovoltaics research, see Sect. 8.

2.5 Layered perovskites and the Ruddlesden–
Popper series Compounds of the Ruddlesden–Popper
series (RP) were first described in 1957/58 with the
examples of K2NiF4 and Sr3Ti2O7 [42, 43]. Their general
formula is An-1A0

2BnX3nþ1 with B being usually a transition
metal ion. As an example for n¼ 2 compounds, Fig.
1d shows the structure of the bilayer perovskite
LaSr2Mn2O7: MnO6 octahedra are stacked in bilayers
along the c axis while subsequent bilayers are displaced by
(a/2, b/2) with respect to each other and separated by SrO
sheets [15, 44]. A well-known n¼ 1 representative of the RP
series is La2CuO4, the parent compound of the high-
temperature superconductors discussed in Sect. 5 [9]. At
room temperature, the structure is tetragonal with a c axis
length of 13.2 Å to accomodate the stacking periodicity
along the c direction. The crystallographic unit cell hosts
therefore two formula units (f.u.) of this compound [45].
Due to their layered structure in real space, RP compounds
often show an anisotropic behavior with respect to electrical
conduction and magnetization. With increasing number n,
especially in the limiting case n!1, we obtain nominally
AnBnO3n, which is again the basic cubic structure of Fig. 1a.
Such cubic perovskites respond isotropically to applied
electric- or magnetic fields.

A complete overviewof crystallographic and other aspects
of perovskites and related compounds is given in the book
‘Perovskites: Modern and Ancient’ by R. H. Mitchell [46].

3 Preparation methods for perovskites Most
synthesis methods addressed within this section can be
employed for multiple subtypes of perovskite-based

Figure 4 Simplified scheme of the charge-ordered state of
Nd0.5Ca0.5MnO3 with a checker-board pattern of Mn3þ (blue dots)
and Mn4þ ions (yellow) seen along the c axis. The grey-shaded
area corresponds to the chemical unit cell illustrated in Fig. 1a.
Figure modified from Ref. [34] with permission from AAAS.
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materials. However, mainly in case of thin-film samples, the
properties of a specific material such as its electrical
conductivity, chemical reactivity or crystallographic stack-
ing make certain preparation techniques favourable. For
each method we give compounds as examples that are often
synthesized with the respective route, non-withstanding that
also other techniques may be applicable. Thin-film
deposition by sputtering is, for example, widely used for
cuprates, laser-ablation for manganites and sol–gel techni-
ques for the halide perovskites. More information on thin-
film deposition techniques for complex perovskite-type
oxides can be found in a review by H.-U. Habermeier [47].
Towards perovskite-based photovoltaic applications, vari-
ous wet deposition techniques are applied for future low cost
and large area processing.

3.1 Single crystals To observe phenomena such as
charge- and orbital ordering, or any other kind of phase
transition, samples with high chemical purity and non-
distorted crystalline structure are mandatory. Single-crystals
are therefore the sample type of choice and practically all
established growth techniques are employed in perovskite
context, starting from polycrystalline powder- or bulk
material. These polycrystalline precursors are, in most
cases, obtained by high-temperature solid-state reactions
(sintering) between oxides and/or carbonates of the
respective metals. For oxide-based perovskites, the required
temperatures for single-crystal synthesis typically exceed
1000 8C. Examples include the Verneuil- or ‘flame fusion’
technique for Nb-doped SrTiO3 [48] and the Czochralski
method (the industry standard for producing silicon wafers)
for GdGaO3 and NdAlO3 [49, 50]. The floating-zone
method is reported for LaMnO3 and SrRuO3 [51, 52] and
also for the layered perovskite La1�xSr1þxMnO4, an n¼ 1
member of the RP structural series [53]. The Bridgman
method or ‘directed solidification’ is appropriate for
piezoelectric lead perovskites with complex B-site compo-
sitions such as Pb[(Mg1/3Nb2/3)0.60Ti0.40]O3 [54]. Also for
the halide perovskite CsPbBr3, a material for X- and g-ray
detection, the Bridgman method is suitable, requiring only
reaction temperatures of 600 8C [55]. Recently, single
crystals of the organo-metal halide perovskite MAPbX3

(MA denotes methyl ammoniumCH3NH3
þ and X stands for

Br� or I�) were grown directly from a solution using a novel
process termed ‘inverse temperature crystallization’ [56].
The precursors are hereby dissolved in an organic solvent
and reaction temperatures do not exceed 80 8C.

3.2 Thin-film preparation � general aspects
Perovskites in the form of thin films, typically with a
thickness below 1mm, are a favourable sample type for
fundamental- and applied research: A thin film is a first step
towards integrating the material in microelectronic circuits
and, in case of epitaxial films, the specimen displays
properties coming close to the purity of single crystals. A
decisive point is the choice of substrate onto which the
perovskite layer is deposited [47]: This substrate should be

inert in oxidizing- and reducing atmospheres at elevated
deposition temperatures ranging in exceptional cases up to
1000 8C. The lattice parameters of the substrate should fit
those of the perovskite capping layer to allow for epitaxy
and their thermal expansion coefficients should match
(typically in the order of 10�5K�1). Interdiffusion must be
negligible to avoid unintentional doping of the top layer and
the substrate should not undergo structural transitions in the
temperature window between deposition- and application.
The latter might cause artefacts regarding the measured
properties of the perovskite top layer to be studied, just as all
other properties in which the substrate (typical thickness of
1mm) can overwhelm the characteristics of the sub-
micrometer perovskite layer. Especially data on magnetic
and dielectric properties of thin perovskite films may be
compromised by the response of the substrate.

These demands make that commonly used substrate
materials are oxides themselves and not silicon or metals,
which would necessitate an interlayer as inert diffusion
barrier. Metallic substrates for deposition of cuprate
superconductors are addressed in Section 5.3. Among
the oxides, we mention MgO (cubic, lattice constant
a¼ 4.212 Å at room temperature, RT), LaAlO3 (pseudo-
cubic, a¼ 3.787 Å), LaGaO3 (orthorhombic, a¼ 5.519 Å,
b¼ 5.494 Å, c¼ 7.777 Å [57]) and SrTiO3 (cubic,
a¼ 3.905 Å). SrTiO3 shows a transition to a tetragonal
structure upon cooling below 110K, but this does not
impede its popularity as a versatile substrate for all kinds of
studies on perovskite thin films [58]. Due to the possibility
of growing epitaxial films in situ, meaning that the correct
phase forms during film deposition, we focus first on
vacuum-based physical vapour deposition (PVD).

3.3 Thin-film preparation by sputtering Sput-
tering deposition is based an autonomous gas discharge
maintained between a usually disk-shaped, sintered poly-
crystalline target (held at a negative d.c. potential of several
hundred Volts) and a substrate kept at ground potential.
Modifications include the use of radiofrequency potentials
for electrically insulating target materials and specific
arrangements of magnetic fields (magnetron) to enhance the
film-deposition rate and to confine the plasma close to the
target surface. Several review articles on sputtering
techniques are available in literature, including Refs.
[59, 60, 61]. In general, positive ions of the discharge
plasma impinge on the target, thereby releasing mainly
neutral atoms which condense as a solid film on the
substrate. To achieve the desired phase in situ, the substrate
is heated to typically 700–900 8C for HTSC cuprates and,
depending on the material and crystalline orientation of the
substrate, epitaxial growth of the perovskite layer is
obtained. Versatile substrates for most HTSC compounds
are (100)-oriented single-crystalline SrTiO3- and LaAlO3

chips: Their cubic structure matches well with the a- and b
lattice constants of the tetragonal or orthorhombic cuprates
(see Sect. 5), inducing a preferential c-axis oriented film
growth. A second condition for achieving the correct phase
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in situ is the presence of oxygen in the sputtering gas,
described as ‘reactive sputtering’. Poppe et al. have
introduced the use of pure oxygen at the unconventionally
high pressure of 3.3 hPa O2 for the deposition of
YBa2Cu3O7�d [62]. This way, the presence of oxygen
vacancies in the perovskite lattice is significantly reduced.
Due to the short mean free path, atoms from the gas
atmosphere arrive on the substrate with strongly reduced
energy, thus avoiding undesired mixing- and re-sputtering
effects. Thereafter, the concept of high-pressure sputtering
was transferred to other cuprate superconduc
tors including Bi2Sr2CaCuO8þd [63], Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10þd

[64], and La2�xSrxCuO4 [65]. In order to maximize the
superconducting critical temperature Tc, the slight excess or
deficiency d of oxygen atoms at interstitial positions can be
adjusted by post-deposition thermal annealing in oxidizing
or reducing atmosphere.

3.4 Thin-film preparation by laser ablation This
technique, also known as pulsed laser deposition PLD, is
based on the local vaporization of a solid, pellet-shaped
target by an intense laser beam, see Fig. 5. Unlike d.c.
sputtering, PLD is also applicable to deposit electrically
poorly conducting (e.g., manganites) or even insulating
materials. Excimer lasers with nanoseconds pulse dura-
tion deposit a power input corresponding to several
hundred MW on a 1mm2 spot on the target. Therefore,
evaporation of molten target material to a plasma plume
happens considerably faster than the transport of thermal
energy across the target surface. For an overview on the
interactions between laser beams and solids we refer to
the review article by Willmott and Huber [66]. In case of
perovskites and other oxides, the film-deposition rates
achieved with PLD are in the order of 100 nmmin�1, thus
considerably faster than the typical 100 nm h�1 obtained
with sputtering. However, due to the limited diameter of
the plasma plume, PLD is less suited for large-area
deposition and substrate surfaces are limited to a few
square centimetres. On the other hand, the narrow

laser-beam diameter and the compact size of ablation
targets allow placing several targets in close vicinity: By
hitting the targets in a specific order during specific times,
complex stacks of oxide materials can be built up
sequentially, if necessary down to the scale of discrete
crystal-lattice planes. This layer-wise deposition is known
as ‘laser-MBE’ [67] and was employed for preparing
perovskite–perovskite interfaces discussed in Sect. 5.5.

There are numerous literature articles on perovskite thin-
films deposited by PLD from single, stoichiometrically
composed targets. A few examples include: The manganites
La0.67Ba0.33MnO3, [8] La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 [69], and
La0.7Ce0.3MnO3 [70]; the nickelate NdNiO3 [71]; the
titanatesSrTiO3 [72] andBa0.25Sr0.75TiO3 [73]; the cobaltate
LaCoO3 [74]; and the chromate BiCrO3 [75]. Also, films of
the double perovskites Sr2FeMoO6 [76] and La2NiMnO6

[77]were deposited by PLD from single targets. By using two
different targets with sequential deposition, multilayers of
BaTiO3� andBiFeO3were successfully prepared [78] aswell
as SrTiO3–LaAlO3 multilayers [79].

3.5 In situ engineering of materials properties
Vacuum-deposition techniques such as sputtering and
laser ablation allow controlling the electronic properties
of perovskite films in a rather broad range. This is
accomplished via the process gas used during and after
deposition and by the choice of substrate material that
exerts compressive or tensile strain on the growing
perovskite layer. As an example, superconductors,
discussed in more detail in Section 5, show commonly
an increase of their critical temperature under hydrostatic
pressure. In case of thin films, this mechanism can be
mimicked by compressive strain. La1.9Sr0.1CuO4 in bulk
form, hence unstrained, is tetragonal with a¼ 3.784 Å
(c¼ 13.212 Å) and Tc¼ 25K. Locquet et al. deposited this
compound on SrLaAlO4 substrates with an in-plane
lattice constant of 3.754 Å to induce compressive strain
and found a spectacular doubling of the critical
temperature to 49K [80]. Vice versa, when depositing
La1.9Sr0.1CuO4 under identical conditions onto SrTiO3

substrates, tensile strain occurs that reduces Tc down to
10K. Similarly, it was shown that the Curie temperature
and magnetic susceptibility of ferromagnetic LaCoO3 can
be controlled by substrate-induced strain [74]. The strain
values imposed by an intentional lattice misfit are
substantially higher that than those obtained convention-
ally by uniaxial pressure. However, tuning the properties
of a perovskite film by ‘strain engineering’ is limited
to ultrathin films with thicknesses not exceeding ca.
10–100 nm. In case of thicker film, stress is released by
the formation of dislocations and the physical properties
of the film will again resemble those of the corresponding
bulk material.

Presence of oxygen in the process gas is a necessity
during film formation of oxides, but a deliberate fine tuning
of the oxygen contents is most efficiently done by post-
deposition annealing. In case of the superconductor

Figure 5 Scheme of a pulsed-laser system for depositing a variety
of oxide materials and multilayers by ablation from several targets.
The heated substrate and presence of oxygen allow for in situ
formation of the desired compound. Figure reproduced from
Ref. [68].
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YBa2Cu3O7�d, the oxygen deficiency d should be d! 0 to
achieve the maximum Tc of 92–94K, see also Sect. 5.
Hence, annealing with p(O2) close to atmospheric pressure
at deposition temperature followed by slow cooling to RT is
the method of choice, which can be further improved by
ozone annealing. More complex is the situation with
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þd containing 8 O2� ions per f.u. at lattice
sites and loosely bound interstitial oxygen. The maximal Tc
of ca. 90K occurs for d� 0.26, which was accomplished by
a two-step annealing with first filling-up the lattice sites (at
830 8C, p(O2)¼ 100 h Pa), followed by adjusting the
interstitial oxygen d (500 8C, p(O2)¼ 10�2 h Pa) [81]. In
case of manganites such as La0.7Ce0.3MnO3 films, there is
evidence that as-grown specimens do not show oxygen
deficiency but, instead, an oxygen excess, which results in
an effective hole doping [70]. To remove this excess and to
reduce the oxygen concentration further, high-temperature
annealing in ultrahigh vacuum (e.g., 10�9hPa at 700 8C) can
be employed for several hours. As a result, the conductivity
can be varied by orders of magnitude, the insulator-to-metal
transition upon cooling can be suppressed, and new features
arise including photoconductivity and electro-resistive
effects [70, 82].

3.6 Chemical solution deposition Fabrication via
solution- or ‘wet’ deposition opens the way for a variety of
relatively simple and low-cost processing routes, from ultra-
sonic spray coating to a variety of printing techniques.
Organometal halide-perovskite photovoltaics (further dis-
cussed in Section 8) owe much of the success they obtained
over the last few years to their compatibility with such wet
deposition methods. High power conversion efficiencies of
more than 10% were reported for spin-, spray-, slot die-,
blade- and drop-coated solar cells [83–85]. In general, wet
deposition processes can be divided into two main groups,
termed one-step and two-step methods [86]:

The first successful one-step method to deposit high-
quality CH3NH3PbI3�xClx films, introduced by Lee et al.
[87], used a dimethylformamide (DMF) precursor solution
of PbCl2 and CH3NH3I with a 1:3 molar ratio and a typical
annealing temperature of 100 8C, yielding polycrystalline
perovskite films with 100–1000 nm grain sizes. To this date,
several protocols have been developed, involving a variety
of Pb salts as main inorganic precursors to dissolve in DMF
or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), with or without successive
solvent/gas annealing steps to incorporate iodide into the
PbI2 film [86, 88–90]. A key challenge with this one-step
method is that the morphology and quality of the resulting
films are mainly determined by the shrinking of the film due
to the simultaneous removal of excess solvent through
evaporation and crystallization of perovskite [86]. In a
typical two-step method, a PbI2 precursor layer is first
deposited on a substrate and methylammonium iodide is
then diffused into the previous layer from a solution in
propanol, isopropanol or similar [91, 92]. Points of attention
with this approach are the volume expansion and efficient
diffusion of methyl ammonium.

Besides the mentioned wet deposition methods, it has to
be noted that physical (PVD) and chemical (CVD) vapour
deposition methods are also being investigated for
photovoltaic applications. Planar perovskite solar cells
from dual-source PVD were demonstrated by Liu et al. [93]
and by Momblona et al. [94] using PbCl2 or PbI2 as
inorganic source, while Leyden et al. employed CVD to
obtain uniform CH(NH2)2PbI3 films on large areas [95].

Chemical solution deposition is also in use for
preparing oxide-perovskite layers given the advantage
that wet processes are less expensive than the PVD
techniques and allow to coat surfaces of arbitrary shape
and size. Phase formation is hereby achieved through post-
deposition annealing treatments, resulting often in
polycrystalline specimens. Notwithstanding, crack-free
and well textured films of the piezoelectric perovskite
PbZrxTi1�xO3 on silicon substrates could be prepared [96].
For an overview on chemical solution deposition methods
for perovskites (sol–gel-, chelate- and metallo-organic
decomposition methods), we refer to a review article by
Schwartz [97].

4 Colossal negative magnetoresistance This is
historically one of the ‘oldest’ unexpected effects in
perovskites, dating back to 1954, when J. Volger stud
ied resistance and magnetization of polycrystalline
La1�dSrdMnO3 specimens, see Fig. 6 [7]. The topic revived
when von Helmolt et al. discovered in 1993 a magnetic-field
induced 60% resistance drop in epitaxial La0.67Sr0.33MnO3

Figure 6 Temperature dependence of the resistance r (a), the
relative magnetoresistance DR/R (b), and the magnetization (c) of
polycrystalline La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 published by J. Volger in 1954.
Figure reproduced from Ref. [6] with permission by Elsevier.
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films [8]. In 1995, Tomioka and co-workers found a drop by
two orders of magnitude in Pr1/2Sr1/2MnO3 single crystals
and explained this by a field-induced melting of a charge-
ordered state formed by the equal ratio of Mn3þ and Mn4þ

[32]. The phenomenon was coined ‘colossal negative
magnetoresistance CMR’ in analogy to the giant negative
magnetoresistance GMR: In 1986, P. Gr€unberg and
co-workers discovered the antiferromagnetic coupling
between iron layers separated by a non-ferromagnetic
chromium spacer [98]. Soon after, A. Fert et al. observed
that magnetic alignment of the Fe layers by an external field
causes a substantial resistance drop of 45% [99]. Fert and
Gr€unberg were awarded with the Nobel Prize in Physics in
2007 for the ‘discovery of giant magnetoresistance’ and
GMR plays today a key role in magnetic read & write heads,
data storage and random-access memories.

CMR is until date not used commercially because
magnetic fields of several Tesla are required at RT to induce
measurable resistance drops, which are evidently incompat-
ible with magnetic data storage, see Fig. 7. Nevertheless,
CMR manganites show resistance drops of up to six or even
more orders of magnitude and the underlying magnetore-
sistance mechanisms, discussed further below, exhibit
similarities with the GMR effect. Table 1 summarizes the
CMR ratio of selected Mn-perovskites together with CMR-
and permalloy-based magnetic-field sensors. To facilitate
the comparison between different literature sources, we
define the CMR ratio uniformly as the ratio between the
absolute resistance of a sample (measured for a given
temperature and magnetic field) and the zero-field (ZF)
resistance at this temperature. For completeness, we
mention that resistance drops in the order of 30% can be
achieved in fields well below 200mT by employing grain-
boundary magnetoresistance, but this requires still cryo-
genic temperatures [100].

4.1 Mechanisms underlying the CMR effect The
mother compounds of mixed-valency manganites such as
LaMnO3 and SrMnO3 are insulators with an antiferromag-
netic ordering between neighbouring Mn sites. The ordering
results from the super-exchange mechanism which can be
illustrated in a sequence of e.g., Mn3þ � O2� � Mn3þ:

Both electrons in the O2� 2p-orbital along the bond
have opposite spin directions and, due to orbital overlap
with the 3d electrons of the Mn ions, the magnetic moments
of these ions will also point into opposite directions. The
double-exchange (DE) mechanism, proposed 1951 by C.
Zener, explains ferromagnetism and metallic-like conduc-
tivity of mixed-valency manganites in a dynamic picture
[105]: In the sequence Mn3þ �O2� �Mn4þ (both Mn ions
have the same spin direction), a 2p electron of O2� shifts to
Mn4þ, turning it to Mn3þ. The initial Mn3þ becomes Mn4þ

by releasing an electron to the intermediate oxygen site. As
a net effect, one electron is transferred without changing its
spin direction and the dynamic state is energetically

Figure 7 Temperature- and magnetic-field dependence of the
resistivity r of an epitaxial Nd0.52Sr0.48MnO3 thin film. Data
symbolized by open dots were obtained in pulsed magnetic fields.
The resistance drop Dr(B) at any given temperature T follows
Eq. (2). Figure reprinted with permission from Ref. [101]
Copyright (2017) by the American Physical Society.

Table 1 Ratio between the resistivity r(B) and the zero-field resistivity r(ZF) at a given temperature and magnetic field for selected
CMR perovskitesa and reference compounds.

compound sample typeb CMR ratio r(B)/r(ZF) T B reference

La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 pc 0.92 295K
300mT

[7]

La0.67Ba0.33MnO3 etf 0.40 300K 7T [8]
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 etf 7.9 � 10�4 77K 6T [69]
Nd0.52Sr0.48MnO3 etf 0.05 200K 50T [101]
Sr2FeMoO6 pc �0.70 4.2K 7T [14]
(La0.4Pr0.6)1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 sc <10�6 5K 3T [102]
(Fe 3.0 nm/Cr 0.9 nm)40 mml 0.55 4.2K 2T [99]
Commercial GMR sensors mml 0.88 293K 3mT [103]
Permalloy 80% Ni, 20% Fe ma 0.97–0.98 293K <10mT [104]

aData correspond to the maximal CMR effect found within the temperature range studied in the respective reference.
bpc, polycrystal; etf, epitaxial thin film; sc, single crystal; mml, metal multilayer; ma, metal alloy.
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favourable due to the lower kinetic energy of delocalized
electrons. At temperatures close to the Curie point TC of
such materials, external magnetic fields are especially
efficient to enforce a common direction of the magnetic
moments at the Mn sites, enhancing therefore the
DE interaction and electrical conductivity. Besides of this
qualitative understanding of CMR, more refined models
have been developed and supported by advanced experi-
mental techniques.

In 1998, Wagner and Moshchalkov proposed the
spin-dependent hopping model to describe the tempera-
ture- and field dependence of the field-induced resistivity
decrease of Nd0.52Sr0.48MnO3 films with TC¼ 207 K
[101]. Given the low carrier mobility of manganites,
authors started from Mott hopping as underlying
transport mechanism and added a contribution to the
energy barrier Wij which depends on the relative
orientation of magnetic moments at the initial and final
sites of a hopping event. The scaling law for the
resistance decrease Dr is given by:

Dr B; Tð Þ ¼ A Tð Þ Ba gmBJ Tð ÞB
kBT

� �
ð2Þ

Here, A(T) is an amplitude factor close to the zero-field
resistance shown in Fig. 7, B stands for the Brillouin
function and a¼ 1 in the ferromagnetic (FM) state while
a¼ 2 in the paramagnetic (PM) phase. J(T) is the average
magnetic moment at the hopping sites, mB is the Bohr
magneton, and g¼ 2 the gyromagnetic ratio. In other
words: At a given temperature T, Dr scales either linearly
with the sample magnetizationM (FM) or proportional to
M2 (PM state). This scaling proved correct between 10 K
and room temperature in a broad field range up to 50
Tesla, generated with a pulsed-fields technique. Regard-
ing the magnetic moment, J values up to 60 were found
around TC, decreasing rapidly for higher and lower
temperatures: This indicates the presence of super-
paramagnetic spin clusters with a diameter of ca. A
total of 10 Å in agreement with earlier observations
by De Teresa and co-workers [106]. Similarly, Jakob
et al. analysed the magnetotransport properties of
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 and, in the paramagnetic regime from
250–600 K, they found non-adiabatic small-polaron
hopping to be in best agreement with experimental data.
Interestingly, also here evidence was found for the
presence of pre-aligned spin clusters comprising 4–6 unit
cells [107].

Besides of the analytical models that link Dr(B, T) with
the sample magnetization, imaging techniques gave
evidence that phase-separation may also contribute to the
colossal resistance changes. Local fluctuations in cation
composition suffice to induce a complex pattern of
conductive- and insulating regions and these electronic
properties correlate in turn with the magnetic and orbital
arrangement at the nanoscale. Fiebig et al. have shown that
persistent resistive switching can be induced by illumination

with light [108]: At 30K, Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 crystals are in an
insulating, charge ordered state with canted spins and 109V
sample resistance. Illumination with a pulsed infrared
laser, to destroy locally the ordered and insulating state,
caused a resistance drop by seven orders of magnitude.
Interestingly, the conductive regions formed percolating
paths as verified by reflectivity imaging. Percolation may
therefore play a key role in the spectacularly high CMR
amplitudes commonly described as a metal-insulator
transition (MIT). This viewpoint was also supported by
scanning-tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) on epitaxial
La0.73Ca0.27MnO3 thin films at temperatures close to
TC� 220K, see Fig. 8 adapted from Ref. [109] Upon
increasing the external magnetic field from ZF to nine Tesla,
regions with metallic-like conductivity grow and form
percolating networks on the expense of shrinking semicon-
ducting and insulating areas.

4.2 Hall-effect features in manganites Although
it is now accepted that CMR is based on a field-induced
enhancement of the carrier mobility m it took time to
confirm that the carrier concentration n is independent of the
B field. In his original work, Volger made an interesting
statement: ‘From Hall effect measurements no conclusions
could be drawn except that the apparent electron mobility is
extremely small [7]. Today, it is clear that two distinct
complications come into play, for which the foundations
were laid around 1970. As in other magnetic conductors, the
Hall signal contains an anomalous contribution and can be
described by [110, 111]:

rxy ¼ UH � t
I
¼ RA m0 M þ RHB ð3Þ

The first part with the anomalous Hall coefficient RA scales
with the field-dependent magnetisationM of the sample and
its sign is equal or opposite to the sign of the dominant
charge carriers. RA can be explained by skew-scattering,

Figure 8 STS micrograph of the spatially inhomogeneous MIT of
a La0.73Ca0.27MnO3 film close to TC. The left image is at zero field
and the right at B¼ 9T, both with a frame of 0.61� 0.61mm2.
Light colors indicate insulating areas; red regions show
intermediate conductivity and brown-black regions behave
metallic-like. Figure adapted from Ref. [109], reprinted with
permission from AAAS.
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being a left-right asymmetry in the scattering probability
of carriers at localized magnetic moments, possibly in
combination with side jumps [112]. The latter is a sideward
displacement of the carriers in the order of 10�13m upon
each scattering event. Determining the carrier density n
from the ordinary Hall contribution RH¼ (e n)�1 requires
that the magnetization M(B, T) is either measured or
calculated from a Curie-Weiss law. Most reliable is working
with a saturated sample magnetization Msat obtained in
sufficiently high fields in the ferromagnetic state.

The second complication arises from the fact that
electronic transport in manganites can be based on hole- and
electron-type charge carriers at the same time. This is
described in a two-band model in which the measured Hall
voltage depends on the respective concentrations (nh, ne)
and mobilities (mh, me) of both carrier types. The Hall
resistance in such a ‘compensated’ situation is given by the
following equation [111].

RH ¼ 1
e

nhm2
h � nem2

e

� �
nhmh þ nemeð Þ2 ð4Þ

First measurements on epitaxial Pr0.5Sr0.5MnO3 films
pointed to a temperature-independent carrier concentration
of� 0.82 holes per formula unit in the one-band model with
a zero-field mobility m� 5 � 10�2 cm2V�1 s�1 [110]. More
refined data on Nd0.5Sr0.5MnO3 films (TC¼ 225K) gave
carrier concentrations of 0.30 holes per f.u. in the PM state,
0.49 holes per f.u. in the FM state, and a local minimum of
the carrier concentration around TC [113]. From the ratio
between Nd3þ and Sr2þ one would indeed expect 0.50
carriers per unit cell and a field-induced increase of the
carrier density to explain the CMR effect could be ruled
out by these data. Interestingly, Hall studies on
La0.67Ca0.33MnO3 films by Jakob et al. pointed to n� 1.3
hole-type carriers per formula unit, which is considerably
more than the 0.33 holes/f.u. expected from the La3þ/Ca2þ

ratio [111]. This is a strong indication for a compensation
effect in the sense of Eq. (4): Using appropriate assumptions
for the Fermi velocities and scattering times, the unphysi-
cally high, apparent carrier density could be delineated to a
superposition of 0.55 holes and 0.5 electrons per formula
unit. Such a partly compensated Fermi surface was also
predicted by band-structure calculations on this compound
[114]. Besides of hole-doped manganites, there are also
manganites with electrons as majority charge carriers such
as La0.33Ca0.67MnO3 [115] and Sm0.2Ca0.8MnO3, showing
complex metamagnetic states [116]. In the ‘bordering’ case
of half-doped La0.50Ca0.50MnO3, a transition from mainly
electron- to mainly hole-type carriers was observed for
temperatures below 100K and fields above 10 Tesla [117].

To conclude, we mention that there is also proportion-
ality between the anomalous Hall coefficient RA and the
longitudinal resistivity rxx expressed in the power law of Eq.
(5) [112, 118]. The basic idea is that asymmetric scattering
at local magnetic moments causes not only the anomalous

Hall contribution but contributes also strongly to longitu-
dinal resistance:

RA Tð Þ / rxx Tð Þð Þb ð5Þ

The exponent b should be equal to one for pure skew
scattering and b¼ 2 is expected when only the side-jump
mechanism is active. The anomalous contribution at a given
temperature T is obtained from the linear extrapolation of
the Hall voltage in high magnetic fields back to zero field.
Experimental values range from b� 1.56 to 1.74, indicating
that both magnetic scattering mechanisms are present in
CMR manganites [111, 113]. For an in-depth discussion on
all phenomena introduced in this section and many more
topics we refer the book ‘Colossal magneto-resistive oxides’
edited by Y. Tokura [119] and topical review articles
[120–122].

5 Superconducting perovskites
5.1 Structure and critical temperature of high-Tc

cuprates The first perovskite material for which super-
conductivity was reported, already in 1975, is the cubic
BaPb1�xBixO3 [123]. The superconducting phase appeared
for the substitution ratio x¼ 0.05� 0.3, the latter corre-
sponding to the highest critical temperature Tc¼ 13K as
confirmed by resistance- and magnetization measurements.
Related bismuthates with an A-site substitution such as
Ba1�xKxBiO3 can reach Tc up to ca. 32K for x¼ 0.4 [124].
The topic started flourishing in 1986 when J. G. Bednorz and
K. A. M€uller discovered superconductivity with Tc¼ 30K
in La1.85Ca0.15CuO4, a layered Ruddlesden-Popper com-
pound with n¼ 1 [9]. Only 1 year later, in 1987, Wu et al.
developed YBa2Cu3O7�d (YBCO), the first compound
reaching the superconducting state just by cooling in liquid
nitrogen (LN) at 77K, see Fig. 9 [125]. By careful
engineering of the oxygen deficiency d, critical temperatures

Figure 9 Temperature dependence of the resistance of ceramic
YBa2Cu3O7�d, the first compound with Tc above liquid nitrogen
temperature. The superconducting transition shows a characteristic
broadening in external magnetic fields. Figure reprinted from
Ref. [125] with permission. Copyright (2017) by the American
Physical Society.
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up to 93K can be reached, making YBCO probably one of
the ‘most studied materials’ on earth besides iron and
silicon. Looking into the composition of these high-
temperature superconductors, it is immediately clear that
copper is present as a mixture of Cu2þ and Cu3þ, being the
basis for electrical conductivity. Also a common feature are
CuO2 planes as transport channels for current and an
increasing number of CuO planes per unit cell goes
tentatively along with increasing Tc, see Table 2. This holds
at least for the series Bi2Sr2Cam�1CumO2mþ4þd with m¼ 1,
2, 3; also higher m values are possible, but phase-pure
specimens with, m¼ 4 or 5 have so far not been reported
[126]. The crystal structure of YBCO, as a prototype for
high-Tc cuprates is depicted in Fig. 10.

5.2 Critical current density and critical magnetic
fields One of the driving forces for the tremendous
research efforts put into HTSC materials was the promise of
loss-free current transport, preferably over longer distances
in the power grid, just by cooling to LN temperature. The
relevant figure of merit is the three-dimensional critical
surface (Tc, Bc and jc), where jc denotes the critical current
density and Bc the critical magnetic field. In type II
superconductors, as HTSC are, the magnetic flux penetrates
the superconductor as individual flux lines or ‘vortices’ F0

(flux quantum F0¼ 2.07 10�15 Tm2) in order to maximize
the interface between normal-conducting and superconduct-
ing areas. Two critical fields are defined, that is, the first,
lower critical field (Bc1) at which the first flux line enters the
superconducting sample, and the second, upper critical field
(Bc2) at which the superconductivity of the sample is
completely suppressed. Superconductivity can rarely be
seen as a completely homogeneous state but needs to be, for
practical use, dominant in most areas of the material. Even
more, the superconducting transition in type II super-
conductors is characterized by an onset Tc

on and offset Tc
off

value, respectively where the transition starts when cooling

down, and where the transition is completely finished. The
width of the transition is usually a criterion for the ‘purity’
and homogeneity of the superconductor. The classical low
temperature superconductors of type I, can have very sharp
transitions, DTc< 0.1K, but that is not observed in HTSC,
where transition widths from 1–10K are rather standard,
compare Fig. 9.

The third important limit for the superconducting state
is the critical current density jc for which we refer to
Table 3. The way how current flows in hard type II

Table 2 Overview of critical temperatures Tc of selected high-
temperature superconducting materials and reference compounds.

compound critical temperature reference

BaBi0.25Pb0.75O3 13K [123]

Nb3Ge 23K [127]

La1.85Ca0.15CuO4 30K [9]

YBa2Cu3O7�d 93K [125]

Bi2Sr2CuO6þd 10Ka [126]

Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þd 85–92K [126]

Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10þd 110K [126]

Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3O10þd 125K [128]

HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8þd 135Kb, �150Kc [129]

H2S 203K (155GPa) [130]

aPossibly due to intercalated Bi-2212 layers, single CuO2 layers are
assumed not to support superconductivity.
bUnder ambient pressure.
cUnder 150 kbar pressure. Note that critical temperatures are affected by the
oxygen excess or deficit d.

Figure 10 Unit cell of the cuprate superconductor YBa2Cu3O7�d:
The CuO6 octahedra of the cubic perovskite structure are split into
two CuO5 pyramids separated by a Y3þ sheet and the super-
conducting current is confined to the yellow-shaded CuO2 planes.
The arrangement of the CuO chains in the top- and bottom layer of
the unit cell causes a weak orthorhombic distortion (a¼ 3.82 Å,
b¼ 3.89 Å, c¼ 11.68 Å) which is responsible for twinning-type
defects in thin films and single crystals.

Table 3 Critical current density jc of important high-Tc sample
types in zero magnetic field (self-induced field SF) and in a
magnetic field B oriented parallel to the crystallographic c-axisa.

sample type jc (A cm�2) T (K), B (T) reference

theoretical limitb

YBa2Cu3O7�d 3.0� 107 0K, SF [133]

single crystals

Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þd 2� 106 20K, SF [134]c

epitaxial thin films

YBa2Cu3O7�d 3.5� 106 77K, SF [135]d

Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þd 4� 105

<102
77K, SF

77K, 1 T

[136]

multifilament cables

Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þd 6.0� 105

2.0� 105
4.2K, SF

4.2K, 30 T

[137]

coated metal tapes

REBa2Cu3O7�d 10–100� 103

5–35� 103
4.2K, 19 T

77K, SF

[138]e

aDue to the layered, anisotropic structure of HTSC materials, the critical
current density obtained with the B field parallel to the superconducting
CuO planes comes close to the ZF value [139].
bBased on Ginzburg–Landau theory.
cLaminar structure induced.
dAfter irradiation with 3 MeV Au ions.
eComparison of six commercial manufacturers.
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superconductors is rather complex: There are several
contributions to the total current, including the applied
current, screening currents trying to block external
magnetic fields, and the currents that generate the
vortices. All these currents are determined by the
geometry of the superconductor and phenomena as
current crowding can easily occur. This is the reason
why the critical current density is written as a small letter
symbol jc, denoting the local nature of this parameter. The
important criterion for superconductivity is that the force
of a current, exerted on a flux line in a sample, does not
exceed the pinning force of that flux line. If this happens,
a flux line would move which will destroy the Cooper
pairs locally, leading to Ohmic losses and resistivity in the
sample [131]. For practical applications, this flux pinning
is an essential mechanism, making the superconductor
‘hard’. As flux lines in a superconductor generate normal-
conducting areas, a certain amount of condensation
energy is lost. However, if there are predefined, non-
superconducting areas present in the sample (such as
impurities and grain boundaries), less condensation
energy is sacrificed when a flux line is fixated by such
a pinning center. Therefore, superconductors are deliber-
ately polluted with defects, acting as pinning centers,
which allow increasing jc.

Since B and j are intrinsically related to each other as
described by the Maxwell equations, both current and field
have a destructive effect on superconductivity. In an
external magnetic field, with a strength between the lower
and the upper critical field, jc drops rapidly with increasing B
field, due to dissipative movement of magnetic flux lines due
to the loss of pinning. This complex relation can be
described via a generalized phenomenological formula in
Eq. (6) [132]:

jcðT;BÞ ¼ jcðTÞ= 1þ B=B0ð Þb ð6Þ

Here, jc(T) is the critical current density in the absence of an
external magnetic field, B0 is a scaling parameter, and the
exponent b (0.5<b< 1.5) depends on the flux-pinning
mechanism that is active. In case of multifilament
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8þd cables, taking jc(T¼ 4.2K)¼ 6.0� 105A
cm�2, B0¼ 15T and b¼ 1, we obtain jc(T¼ 4.2K,
B¼ 30T)¼ 2.0 � 105Acm�2 in nice agreement with experi-
mental data, see Table 3.

Due to the lack of pinning, virtually defect-free crystals
are not the sample-type of choice. Thin-film samples, even
epitaxial ones, are much better suited for obtaining high jc
values due to their intrinsic defects, including a certain
density of grain boundaries and several types of dislocations
such as growth spirals [140]. In addition, artificial, point-
like defects have been engineered including the examples of
Zn- and Ni substitution on the copper sites in the CuO2

planes [141, 142], columnar defects by heavy-ion irradiation
[143], impurity (green) phase incorporation [144], and
BaZrO3 inclusions [145]. The critical current densities
achieved with epitaxial films are surprisingly high, up to the

order of 108A cm�2, but this is more an advantage for chip-
like devices and does not solve the need for long-distance
low-loss current transport. However, it did point out to the
main preconditions for high current behaviour, that is,
epitaxial growth and pinning.

5.3 Cuprate-based power conductors The devel-
opment of HTSC-based power conductors was initially
seriously hampered by the brittleness, granularity and
weak-link behaviour of these materials, but progress was
made along two competing tracks: Classically, powder-in-
tube (PIT) is the first candidate technique when trying to
make wires from brittle materials. The second promising
concept employs coated tapes, offering the advantage that
they can be used to achieve epitaxial growth, which is, as
learned from thin films, a great advantage. Such coated
tapes are wrapped around a central support (usually
carrying LN) and form rather thick ‘wires’ in this way.

For powder-in-tube, Bi2Sr2CaCuO8þd powders are
encapsulated in silver sheaths and then compacted and
sintered by hot-rolling techniques. By repetitive folding
and hot-rolling, multifilament wires are obtained as shown
in Fig. 11. The silver matrix can carry the current for
temperatures above Tc (during quench for instance) and
the small diameter (15mm) of the 666 individual HTSC
filaments allows for bending radii down to a couple of
centimetres [137]. This way, critical current densities up
to jc (T¼ 4.2 K, B¼ 20T)¼ 2.5 � 105A cm�2 are docu-
mented for 30m long cables wound as a coil (and re-
annealed under high oxygen pressure). For comparison,
the technically allowed current through a copper wire with
1mm2 cross-section area in household electrics is 19A,
corresponding to 2500A cm�2 or two orders of magnitude
less than what is achieved with PIT HTSC wires [146].
Evidently, permanent cooling by LN or liquid helium
(LHe) is a necessity, but in stationary applications such as
magnetic field coils the solution is technically easy due to

Figure 11 Optical micrograph of a cross section of a multifila-
ment, high-current cable based on Bi2Sr2CaCuO8þd filaments
(dark colour) embedded in a supporting silver matrix. The wire has
0.8 mm diameter and the critical current density jc corresponds to
2.5� 105A cm–2 at 4.2K in a 20 Tesla field. Reprinted by
permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Materials,
Ref. [137], copyright 2014.
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mature superinsulation methods and also efficient cryo-
coolers are industrially available to this end.

More recently, attention has shifted towards the coated-
tapes method in order to enable real power applications
using HTSC. The structure of a typical second-generation
coated tape (2G) is shown in Fig. 12. The carrier tape can be
made of alloys such as Hastelloy, NiCroFer, and Ni alloys,
while typical buffer materials are oxides including MgO,
ZrO, Y2O3, STO and yttria-stabilized zirconia. For the
choice of the HTSC material the REBa2Cu3O7 family is
appropriate with RE denoting rare-earth cations. The
quench- and chemical protection layer (shunt) can consist
of silver, gold or copper. Epitaxy in the HTSC layer is
obtained by using rolling-assisted, bi-axially textured
substrates as tape, and via the buffer layers which can be
ion beam assisted deposited or inclined substrate deposited
(under an angle). Deposition of the YBCO layer is
accomplished via metal-organic inkjet printing, followed
by thermal pyrolytic treatments [138]. In 2016, impressive
values for jc of up to 3.5� 106A cm�2 have been reached in
the laboratories of some of the major industrial players.

5.4 High-precision magnetometry The most sen-
sitive magnetometers till date are based on superconduct-
ing quantum-interference devices (SQUIDS). High-Tc

cuprates play an enabling role for mobile SQUID
applications, needed in materials testing and medical
studies, since cooling with LN is considerably easier to
handle than LHe cooling. Figure 13 shows the basic
device, consisting of a ring with a few hundred micrometer
diameter and electrical contact leads, both etched
lithographically from a thin HTSC film on an insulating
substrate. The key elements are two ‘weak links’
(Josephson junctions, consisting of non-superconducting
material) across which superconducting Cooper pairs can
pass by tunnelling. The magnetic flux through a super-
conducting ring with cross-section area A is given by
F¼B�A, which is quantized in units of the elemental
flux quantum F0¼ 2.07� 10�15Tm2. When sending a
fixed current Ibias through the loop, each additional flux
quantum F0 passing the ring will cause a well-defined
maximum in the measured voltage and, by counting the
number of voltage peaks, one can recalculate the strength
of the local magnetic field with high accuracy.

Fabricating weak links with controlled and reproducible
properties is a considerable challenge and the developed
solutions are beautiful examples of surface- and interface
engineering. Two concepts provide the best results: Grain-
boundary junctions can be prepared by patterning the
SQUID structure over a bicrystal substrate in which the
HTSC layers on both sides of the junction differ in
the orientation of the a- and b axes as illustrated in Fig. 13b).
To make such bicrystals, for example, standard SrTiO
substrates are sintered together in a way that their in-plane
orientation is misaligned with respect to each other under
angles of typically 248 or 36.88 [147, 148]. The second
alternative is a step-edge junction shown in Fig. 13c): Here,
part of the substrate is thinned down by ion-beam milling
using a shadow mask and typical edge heights are in the
order of 100 nm (similar to the thickness of the YBCO film)
with ramp angles of 658, see Ref. [150, 151], Strictly

Figure 12 Schematics of a coated conductor, with the different
layers of interest. The tape is essentially a strong elastic metallic
carrier, the (usually insulating) buffer should allow epitaxial
growth of the HTSC (YBa2Cu3O7) and the shunt layer should
protect against quenching.

Figure 13 a) Schematic illustration of a d.c. SQUID with two
Josephson junctions indicated by ‘�’. These junctions are obtained
by depositing an YBCO thin film (dark colour) on a pre-engineered
substrate containing a bicrystal grain boundary (b) or a step-edge
boundary (c) along the dotted line. Magnetic flux through the loop
causes periodic voltage oscillations (V), depending in magnitude
on the current Ibias, see panel (d) for a bicrystal SQUID at 77K.
Figures b)–d) are reprinted with permission from Ref. [149]
Copyright (2017) by the American Physical Society.
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speaking, one step edge junction contains two weak links in
series, making this arrangement tentatively more susceptible
for noise.

An overview on SQUID technology based on high-Tc
cuprates can be found in a review article by Koelle and co-
workers [149]. There are also more recent articles on mobile
SQUID applications in unshielded environments, including
magnetocardiography on patients [152], nuclear magnetic-
resonance spectroscopy [153], and non-destructive materi-
als testing at the microscopic scale [154].

5.5 Superconductivity at perovskite–perovskite
heterointerfaces In order to elucidate the relevance of
charge carrying, separated layers for high-Tc superconduc-
tivity, Ohtomo and Hwang engineered in 2004 synthetic
interfaces between LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 [155]. Both
compounds are wide-bandgap insulators and to understand
the properties of the interface we can imagine SrTiO3 as an
alternating stack of neutral (SrO)0- and (TiO2)

0 sheets.
LaAlO3 is build up from charged (LaO)þ- and (AlO2)

�

layers and two different types of epitaxial interfaces with
SrTiO3 are possible: The (AlO2)

�/(SrO)0 interface is
expected to show 1/2 hole-type carrier per two-dimensional
unit cell, but specimens turned out to be insulating. The
(LaO)þ/(TiO2)

0 interface, with 1/2 electron-type carrier per
u.c., displayed electrical conductivity with exceedingly
higher carrier mobility up to 104cm2V�1 s�1 for T< 10K.
The existence of quantum oscillations in the Hall voltage
proved directly that a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
was present at the interface of two insulating materials.

By applying gate voltages between the 2DEG and a
backside contact, separated from the 2DEG by the insulating
SrTiO3, Caviglia et al. managed to tune the carrier
concentration of the electron gas in wide ranges and to
shift the system between a superconducting- and an
insulating ground state [156]. The critical temperature is
in the order of 250mK for zero bias and decreases for both,
positive and negative, gate voltages up to 300V [157]. This
is unexpected in the sense that a high carrier density should
increase the Tc value. Another unexpected feature came
from tunnelling spectroscopy: Richter and co-workers
found in the differential conductance dI/dV a clear
pseudogap in the electronic density of states with signatures
corresponding to the energy scale of phonon excitations in
SrTiO3. At first glance, this agrees well with the classical
BCS theory of superconductivity, predicting that phonons
mediate the coupling of independent electrons to bosonic
Cooper pairs [158]. However, the pseudogap remained
visible for temperature- and gate-voltage values in which the
2DEG was far outside its superconducting state, thus
contradicting the BCS picture. It is too early for definite
conclusions regarding the coupling mechanism in super-
conductivity at interfaces, but pseudogap features in the
normal state have also been reported for epitaxial
La2�xSrxCuO4 thin films [65]. More information on the
nano-structural aspects of SrTiO3/LaAlO3 interfaces, as
evidenced by transmission-electron microscopy (TEM) and

electron-energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) can be found in
an article by Verbeeck and co-workers [79].

For a complete introduction into superconductivity, the
underlying theories, materials aspects, and the existing
and emerging applications, we refer the reader to the
recent textbook ‘Superconductivity: An Introduction’ by
R. Kleiner, W. Buckel and R. Huebener [127].

6 From dielectric to multiferroic perovskites
6.1 Spontaneous polarization in ferroelectrics

The fact that perovskites exhibit high relative dielectric
constants er is well known with values up to er� 7000 for
BaTiO3 ceramics in a narrow temperature window around
the tetragonal-to-cubic phase transition at 120 8C [159, 160].
At room temperature, er is still in the order of 1500, making
the material an ideal dielectric for high-performance
capacitors. Perovskites such as SrZrO3 and SrHfO3 are
also under consideration as so-called ‘high-k dielectric
gate insulators’ for future nanoelectronic logic elements
[161, 162]. As in all dielectrics, external electric fields cause
a shift in the electron distribution around the ions, which is
here strongly corroborated by a shift of anions and cations
with respect to each other, thus causing a macroscopic
polarization P (dipole moment/volume) of the sample.

In certain perovskites, termed ‘ferroelectrics’ (FE), such
polarization occurs spontaneously at and below the Curie
temperature TC, which is here unrelated to the Curie
temperature indicating ferromagnetic ordering. To avoid
confusion, the FE-ordering temperature can also be
abbreviated as TFE. Spontaneous polarization always goes
along with deviations from the ideal cubic structure, which
cannot sustain a permanent electrical dipole moment for
symmetry reasons. This can be visualized as a shift of Ti4þ

out of the center position of the Ti4þO6
2� octahedrons

towards one (or three) of the O2� sites, which favours orbital
overlap between the 2p electrons of this O2� and the empty
3d levels of Ti4þ [163]. Herewith, the deformation and
polarization are stabilized at the unit-cell scale by a lowering
of the electrons’ kinetic energy through formation of a
bonding molecule orbital between Ti4þ and O2�. For Ca-,
Sr-, Ba- and Pb titanates, the dielectric constant follows a
temperature dependence according to Eq. (7) [10]:

erðTÞ ¼ el þ C
T � TC

ð7Þ

The Curie constant C and the Curie temperature increase
systematically with the mass (atomic number) of the B-site
cation and el� 50 is the high-temperature limit of er. Eq. (7)
is valid in the paraelectric regime, that is, above TC (¼ 763K
for the example of PbTiO3) and reproduces correctly the
divergence of er and transition to the ferroelectric regime
upon cooling below the Curie point. Selected ferroelectrics
including LiNbO3, LiTaO3, and BaTiO3 are also described
as ‘pyroelectric’ or ‘photo-pyroelectric’materials: Here, the
spontaneous polarization P and polarization-induced volt-
age depend sensitively on temperature and illumination
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conditions with ultrashort response times. Hence, single-
crystalline (photo-) pyroelectric detectors play an important
role in thermometric methods for precision measurements
on the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of solids and
liquids [164, 165].

6.2 Piezoelectric materials A technically most
important, mixed perovskite is the piezoelectric lead-
zirconate titanate PZT with the composition Pb(ZrxTi1�x)
O3 (x� 0.52). We can consider PZT as a solid solution of
ferroelectric PbTiO3 (tetragonal) and antiferroelectric,
rhombohedral PbZrO3, meaning that the polarization in
the unit cells of the latter shows an alternating orientation
[166]. Mixed crystals or ceramics are approximately
tetragonal with the Zr4þ and Ti4þ ions shifted along the
c axis out of the center of the unit cells, thus causing a
dipole moment in each u.c.. Exposing the material at
temperatures above TC to strong electrical fields (poling
procedure), a uniform, macroscopic polarization and
elongation are obtained. By applying later electrical fields,
the specimens can be elongated or contracted with high
precision and, vice versa, mechanical deformations will
alter the polarization voltage, being together the direct- and
the indirect piezoelectric effect. Applications of piezoelec-
tric compounds are countless and include ultrasound
transducers, analytical microbalances, actuators such as
for the precision positioning of cantilevers in scanning-
tunnelling- and atomic force microscopy (STM/AFM), and
energy harvesting systems, see Refs. [96, 167, 168] for an
overview.

Although PZT is still the most widely used piezoelec-
tric material due to its outstanding performance and
commercial availability, there is an active and ongoing
search for lead-free perovskites as potential replacements
[166, 169, 170]. On the side of novel experimental
methods, we mention that it is now also possible to map the
ferro- and piezoelectric properties of complex materials
with high spatial resolution down to 1mm and less as
summarized in a review by Batagiannis and co-workers
[171]. This is also the typical lateral scale of micro-
engineered sensors, actuators, and memory-storage
devices, giving a boost to new synthesis routes for
nanostructured piezo- and ferroelectric perovskite materi-
als discussed in Ref. [172].

6.3 Multiferroic perovskites are another interest-
ing class of materials that combine ferroelectric and
ferromagnetic properties. Although the combination of
both effects is far from trivial, multiferroics should allow to
change the magnetization state of a specimen by electric
fields and, vice versa, to control its electrical polarization by
magnetic fields, both with potential applications in memory
devices. This bidirectional phenomenon is known as
magnetoelectric (ME) effect and a detailed overview can
be found in Ref. [173]. As pointed out in a review by
Khomskii, there are numerous perovskites showing either
magnetic- or ferroelectric ordering while both phenomena

seem to exclude each other mutually, see Ref. [163] and
references therein. In most FE perovskites, the B-site cation
has an empty 3d shell, leading to the covalent bond with a
surrounding O2� ion while FM perovskites have partially
filled 3d orbitals at the B-site that can only form antibonding
molecule orbitals with O2�. Furthermore, Hund’s-rule
coupling would result in an additional increase of the total
energy per u.c. upon a hypothetical shift of the B-site cation
within the oxygen octahedron.

Nevertheless, there are FE perovskites showing anti-
ferro-magnetic (AFM) behaviour: The AFM ordering stems
from the magnetic moment of the B-site cations while
ferroelectricity is caused by the A-site cations, meaning that
both ordering effects are widely decoupled [163]. A nice
example is BiFeO3 with TFE¼ 1100K and TN¼ 643K,
being the Ne�el temperature for AFM ordering, which is
induced by the super-exchange mechanism (see Sect. 4.1).
The ferroelectric behaviour at the A-site in case of Bi3þ, and
similarly Pb2þ, is associated with the 6s2 ‘lone electron pair’
that causes strong electrical dipole moments without
participating in chemical bonding [75, 174]. A different
scenario for the joint occurrence of AFM and FE takes place
in YMnO3 where the electrical polarization stems from
the dipole moment of Y3þ � O2� pairs [175]: Again, the
ordering temperatures for both long-range phenomena are
distinctly different. However, this compound has not a
regular perovskite structure but contains fivefold coordi-
nated Mn3þ ions centerd in trigonal biprisms cornered by
O2� ions. As a result, the FE polarization originates from
geometrical constraints and not from chemical bonding
between a cation and surrounding O2� sites.

Looking for perovskites with paraelectric and at least
weakly ferromagnetic properties, BiCrO3 [75] and BiFeO3

are the most intensely studied materials [176–178]. While
pure BiFeO3 is a G-type antiferromagnet (each Fe3þ is
surrounded by six other Fe3þ with opposite direction of
their magnetic moments), a partial substitution with
gadolinium at the Bi-site results in canting of the Fe3þ

spins. This generates a net magnetic moment in the order of
0.1mB per Fe site, while 5.9 Bohr magnetons would be
expected for independent Fe3þ ions. For polycrystals of
Bi0.8Gd0.2FeO3, Lazenka and co-workers found magneto-
electric coefficients a in the order of 9 � 106 Vm�1T�1 at
room temperature [177]. The a coefficient is the ratio
between the increase of the electrical field in the specimen
(in Vm�1) and the applied magnetic field, indicating
clearly the presence of a magnetoelectric effect. The
coupling between weak ferromagnetism and ferroelectric-
ity can also be accomplished by strain engineering in
BiFeO3-BaTiO3 multilayers prepared by pulsed laser
deposition, see Sect. 3.4, 3.5: Such specimens show high
ferroelectric polarization up to 70mC cm�2, net magnetic
moments of 1mB per Fe3þ, and magneto-electric coef-
ficients of� 2� 107Vm�1T�1 [78, 179]. For an overview
on multiferroics in the thin-film context, we can
recommend a review article by Ramesh and Spaldin, see
Ref. [180].
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7 Perovskites in catalysis
7.1 CO oxidation and NOx reduction Already in

1976, Voorhoeve and co-workers pointed out that a variety
of perovskites (cobaltites, manganites, chromites, and
ruthenates) have high potential as catalysts to oxidize CO
and to reduce NOx in automotive exhaust gases [181, 182].
Today, this is a crucial topic given the increasingly stricter
exhaust regulations and the limited resources of precious
metals used in mass fabricated three-way catalysts (TWC’s)
that are also able to convert unburnt hydrocarbons (HC’s).
In their recent review, Keav et al. show that, for the
oxidation of propane at low temperatures (227 8C) the B-site
cation is most important with Mn3þ and Co3þ resulting in
much higher conversion rates than Cr3þ, Fe3þ and Ni3þ

[183]. The choice of A-site cations plays a minor role,
except for the fact that A-site substitutions change the
average valence of the B ions, thus influencing indirectly
their catalytic activity. All conversion reactions involve
suprafacial (surface bound) or intrafacial (lattice bound)
oxygen species that are adsorbed or released in characteris-
tic temperature regimes. Hence, the oxygen-storage
capacity and O2� mobility of the oxide are important and
both factors are related to structural defects in the perovskite
lattice.

The oxidation of CO on a perovskite is a suprafacial
reaction starting with the dissociation of O2 from the gas
phase into two O atoms that adsorb at B-site cations of the
perovskite surface. Next, CO adsorbs to the surface and
forms unstable CO3, which decomposes finally to an
adsorbed O atom while CO2 is released back to the gas
phase. For the intermediate steps we refer to Ref. [183] and
references therein, describing also the intrafacial reactions
involved in the reduction of NOx to N2. In brief, NO
molecules adsorb at the surface containing vacancies in the
oxygen lattice. There, NO dissociates in a way that O atoms
fill the vacancies while N atoms recombine to N2 that
leaves the surface. There can also be side reactions in
which adsorbed N atoms bind with NO or CO to N2O and
NCO, respectively. Regenerating the catalytic function
means that the oxygen vacancies need to be restored by CO
from the gas phase that takes up an O atom from the
perovskite lattice. Ideally and in a stable process, the CO
oxidation and NO reduction take place at identical rates.

As a downside, perovskite catalysts undergo activity
loss under ageing, especially due to sulphur residues in the
exhaust gas. Moreover, their surface-to-volume ratio is
inferior to classical TWC’s in which precious-metal
particles are finely dispersed over a honeycomb-shaped
network of alumina, ceria or silicates. Also these TWC’s
degrade when catalyst particles merge over time to larger
agglomerates with a lower active surface area and therefore
an excess of these metals is employed. An interesting
option is the palladium-modified perovskite LaFe0.57-
Co0.38Pd0.05O3 for which Nishihata et al. have shown that
Pd migrates reversibly in and out of the perovskite lattice
under oxidizing and reducing gas conditions [184]. Here, Pd
stays catalytically active either as a B-site cation or as

dispersed Pd nanoparticles with 1–3 nm diameter on top of
the perovskite surface.

There are also considerable efforts to synthesize
perovskite catalysts with a textured structure in order to
enhance their surface-to-volume ratio. Using hydrothermal
synthesis routes from precursor solutions in combination
with organic or inorganic templates resulted in mesoporous
LaCoO3� and LaMnO3 specimens, three-dimensionally
ordered macroporous LaCoxFe1�xO3 networks, and hollow
LaMnO3 spheres. An overview on these advanced synthesis
methods, the resulting sample morphologies, and the
catalytic effects at the B-site cations can be found in a
review article by Zhu and co-workers from 2014, see
Ref. [185]. A more straightforward technique to enlarge the
active area of La0.9Ce0.1CoO3 was reported earlier by Forni
and Rosetti, who dip-coated honeycomb scaffolds in mildly
acidic perovskite solutions, followed by a calcination step
[186]. The perovskite was found to catalyse the flameless
combustion of hydrocarbons (e.g., methane) at compara-
tively low temperatures (800 8C), thus avoiding formation of
CO and NOx as noxious by-products. Perovskites can
moreover catalyse the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane
(C2H6) to ethane (C2H4) and halogen-substituted perov-
skites such as La1�xSrxFeO3�dXs turned out to be most
efficient [187, 188]. The materials are synthesized with an
oxygen deficiency d, which is replenished by fluorine or
chlorine (symbol Xs) thus underpinning the relevance of
oxygen vacancies for the catalytic mechanism.

7.2 Metal-air batteries and fuel cells Perovskites
play also an increasing role in research into energy storage
and conversion [189]. Our first example is about recharge-
able metal-air batteries, which have a high energy contents
per weight and open-circuit voltages (OCV’s) up to three
Volt for combinations of air with alkaline- and earth-
alkaline metals. During discharging of the metal-air battery,
the air electrode is the negative pole at which the following
reaction, termed ‘oxygen-reduction reaction ORR’, takes
place, see also Fig. 14a):

2H2Oþ O2 þ 4e� ! 4OH� ð8Þ

For charging, the air electrode is connected to a positive
potential and the reaction of Eq. (8) runs in the opposite
direction from right to left, then described as ‘oxygen
evolution reaction OER’. There are several possibilities for
the reaction at the metal electrode, depending on the pH
value of the electrolyte inside the battery cell. For charging,
a certain overvoltage is required while discharging goes
along with a decrease of the output voltage as compared to
the open-circuit voltage (OCV). Both unwanted effects
increase with the employed current density, see Fig. 14b),
due to the fact that both reactions, ORR and OER, are
complex and have a slow kinetics. Here, the Ruddlesden-
Popper perovskite LaSr3Fe3O10 (n¼ 3) can play a beneficial
role as shown by Takeguchi and co-workers, outperforming
even the noble-metal catalyst RuO2-IrO2 [190]. It is
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noteworthy that the perovskite catalyzes both reactions
while serving also as air electrode itself and OH� ion
conductor together. Similar results were reported
recently for La0.3(Ba0.5Sr0.5)0.7Co0.8Fe0.2O3-d and
PrBa0.5Sr0.5Co1.5Fe0.5O5þd, the latter in the form of
nanofibers offering the additional benefit of a large
surface-to-volume ratio [191, 192]. As a general trend,
perovskites seem especially efficient to catalyse the
OER- and ORR reactions in alkaline media, see
Refs. [193–195].

The second example for energy storage and conversion
are fuel cells, in which hydrogen-rich gasses such as H2 and
CH4 are converted to H2O by cold combustion, thus
releasing electricity and ‘electrolysers’, splitting water into
its components according to the sum reaction of Eq. (9).

2H2 þ O2 $ 2H2O ð9Þ

Special advantages of fuel cells are seen in their
compact size, high energy-conversion efficiency, and
evidently their clean exhaust in the form of pure water.
However, there are still considerable challenges in the
development of electrodes (without precious-metal cata-
lysts) that are long-term reliable and in developing
electrolyte materials for which solid oxides are a promising

option. In most types of fuel cells, reaction (8) takes place in
a way that H2 decomposes catalytically at the anode into
electrons and protons (Hþ ions), the latter migrating
through the electrolyte to the cathode side. Solid-oxide
fuels cells (SOFC’s) are different in the sense that O2

molecules are converted to O2� ions at the cathode before
they migrate through the electrolyte to the anode. Hence,
electrolyte materials with a high ionic conductivity for O2-

are required, bringing perovskites with oxygen vacancies
into the focus. For an overview on such SOFC’s, their
materials, and manufacturing techniques we refer to a
review article by Menzler et al. [196]: Here, (La,Sr)CoMn3
and (La,Sr)MnO3 are introduced as catalytically active
and electrically conducting cathode material while
La0.8Sr0.2Ga0.85Mg0.15O2.825 is a candidate for the O2�

conductive electrolyte. Also the substituted double perov-
skite Sr2Mg1�xMnxMoO6�d was successfully employed as
an anode material with special advantage of its long-term
stability at elevated temperatures and resilience against
sulphur residues in the fuel gas [197].

8 Perovskites in photovoltaic applications
8.1 Single-junction perovskite solar cells The

recent rise of organometal halide perovskite solar cells �
also termed as hybrid organic-inorganic perovskite solar
cells � starts in 2009, when methylammonium lead iodide
(CH3NH3PbI3) was introduced by Kojima et al. as sensitizer
(dye) in liquid electrolyte based Dye Sensitized Solar Cells
(DSSC’s), reaching a Power Conversion Efficiency (PCE)
of 3.8% [198]. Through changes in electrolyte formulation
and processing methodology, Im et al. have further
increased the PCE to 6.5% demonstrating that methyl-
ammonium lead iodide outperformed the work horse dye
N719 as light absorber material [199]. These promising first
results fueled a boost in perovskite based photovoltaics
(PVs), which culminated with the exceptional PCE record of
more than 22% [200].

This evolution was possible on one hand through the
optimization of the interlayers, which play a crucial role not
only as energetic interfaces for charge extraction, but also as
morphological templates and fillers, depending on whether
the perovskite films are grown on the interlayer, or the latter
fills the grain boundaries on the perovskite. On the other
hand, major advances were obtained by modifying the
perovskites composition, by selecting different chemical
species to play the roles of the A, B and X ions, in an ABX3

halide perovskite lattice. An example is shown in Fig. 15.
As previously mentioned, the field started off from

methylammonium (CH3NH3) lead iodide, with the organic
compound occupying the larger cation site, and Pb and I as
respectively the second cation and as the halogen anion.
Successful alternatives to the use of methylammonium
(ionic radius rA� 0.18 nm) are either formamidinium
(CH(NH2)2, rA� 0.27 nm) or caesium (rA� 0.165 nm),
both introduced as ways to improve the stability of
perovskite PVs, and generally employed in mixed-cation

Figure 14 a) Schematic illustration of a rechargeable metal-air
battery including the charging- and discharging reactions. The
metal electrode Pt/C is separated by an anion-exchange membrane
(AEM, serving as solid electrolyte) from the air electrode at which
the perovskite LaSr3Fe3O10 is acting as a catalyst. b) shows the air-
electrode potential during charging and discharging in relation to
the current density, remaining fairly stable around the OCV
� 1.23V. Figure adapted with permission from Ref. [190]
Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.
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configurations. For the anion X, the halogens Br
(rX¼ 0.196 nm) and Cl (rX¼ 0.181 nm) are commonly
used, next to the aforementioned I (rX¼ 0.220 nm). Traces
of Cl are often present in the films, since chloride salts are
often used as perovskite precursors because they enhance
the formation of crystalline domains. In general, Pb
(rB¼ 0.119 nm) is used as B cation. However, driven by
toxicity concerns, alternatives for Pb are being investigated,
such as Sn (rB¼ 0.110 nm) and Bi, for which a double-
perovskite structure has also been proposed [202]. For these
halide perovskites the tolerance factor t is typically situated
in the range 0.80< t< 1.0 [203–205].

Several combinations of the mentioned ions were
synthesized, resulting in compounds that are compatible
with wet deposition techniques (discussed in Sect. 3.6) and
exhibit long charge-carriers lifetimes (andhigh charge-carrier
mobilities) [206–208]. These properties make perovskites
appealing candidates for a variety of electronics-related
applications, as they can achieve high performances with
reduced fabrication costs.

8.2 Multi-junction perovskite solar cells Never-
theless, not all of these high-mobility perovskites are
equally suitable for PV applications, the main reason behind
this resides in the fact that solar cells need to efficiently
absorb light. The absorbance of the layer will depend on the
energy bandgap of the material, which determines the
lowest photon energy that can be absorbed by said material
and the effectiveness of this absorption. As an example, the
workhorse perovskite for PV applications, CH3NH3PbI3,
has a direct bandgap of�1.55 eV, which allows for a nearly

total collection of photons of energy higher than 1.55 eV,
within roughly 300 nm of material (ultra-thin). While in
some cases the optimization of this gap is still in progress,
the tunability of this absorption band is being strongly
exploited for the production of multi-junction solar cells,
where the top cell absorbs most of the high-energy photons
(shorter wavelengths), and the bottom one harvests the
remaining lower energy photons. These tandem stacks are
possible in combination with a variety of traditional and
high efficiency solar cells technologies, ranging from
perovskite/silicon [209, 210], perovskite/germanium [211]
to perovskite/perovskite [212]. Figure 16 gives an illustra-
tion of a crystalline silicon/perovskite tandem cell, with the
perovskite as the front cell for the higher-energy photon
absorption and c-Si (band gap 1.12 eV) as the bottom cell for
the lower photon energy absorption [209]. Although
currently the obtained record efficiencies for the emerging
perovskite based tandem cells are around 20–23% [201,
210] it is expected that this route will soon lead to much
higher efficiencies � therefore outperforming traditional
single junction mono-crystalline silicon solar cells.

8.3 Towards large-area and stable perovskite
solar cells The reported record efficiencies for perovskite
solar cells are typically obtained on lab-scale prototype
devices (typically in the range of mm2

–cm2) and upscaling
towards large-area production requires appropriate robust
and reproducible preparation techniques. In Section 3.6 wet
deposition thin-film preparation techniques have been
introduced which require further developments in order
to obtain large-area, pinhole-free perovskite solar cell
stacks. As already mentioned, the preparation of the
electron- and hole selective contact materials is also of
great importance and several vacuum deposition and wet
deposition routes are being investigated [213].

As is often the case with emerging technologies,
prototype perovskite solar cells show stability issues under
the influence of various environmental parameters such
as moisture, UV-light and temperature. The underlying

Figure 15 Example structure of perovskites for photovoltaics.
The A sites can be occupied by caesium (all-inorganic perovskites
solar cells), methylammonium, or formamidinium; candidates for
the smaller cation B are Pb, Sn and Bi, and for the X anions the
halogens F, Cl, Br and I are being used in single or mixed form.
Reproduced from Ref. [201] with permission of The Royal Society
of Chemistry.

Figure 16 A cross-section of a monolithic perovskite/silicon
tandem cell with a scanning electron microscopy image (left) and
the schematic layout (right). The light input is from the top and the
red dashed line indicates the active area. The tandem cell consists
of a perovskite solar cell as the front cell for the higher energy
photon absorption and of a silicon solar cell as the bottom cell for
the lower photon energy absorption. Reproduced from Ref. [209]
with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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degradation mechanisms are currently under study and
appropriate intrinsic and extrinsic measures to prolong the
operational lifetime are under investigation. In an extensive
recent review on the stability of perovskite solar cells, Wang
et al. [214] emphasize that the stability issues are not only
limited to the perovskite photoactive material but can also
occur at the interfaces between the different layers (electron-
and hole-transport layers, buffer layers, electrodes etc.).
With an ‘eye to the sky’, perovskites are also being tested
under unconventional degradation conditions [215]. Due to
their ultra-thin absorber layers, the possibility to fabricate
them on top of thin plastic foils, and their successful
implementation in tandem solar cells, perovskite PVs could
become a solar technology for aerospace applications [216].

Besides long-term stability issues, perovskite solar cells
can suffer from hysteresis effects in current–voltage (I–V)
measurements conducted under illumination [217–219].
These hysteresis effects are linked to the perovskite grain
size and the structure of the underlying TiO2 electron
transport layer, and the underlying mechanisms proposed to
be causing these effects is the low ion mobility within the
perovskite layer.

The recent rise of perovskite based solar cells has been
tremendously rapid and significant progress is expected on a
relatively short time scale, also for the mentioned
challenging issues, positioning perovskite solar cells as a
disruptive class PV technology to challenge or complement
the traditional and commercial ones for the next generation
of solar energy conversion. This is of course only a nutshell
account of the historical development of perovskite solar
cells and of their future outlooks. For further details and
information on the topic, we refer to other review articles
including Refs. [206] and [220].

8.4 Perovskites for radiation detection and
lasers Classical oxide-based perovskites such as PST
(lead-scandium tantalate) are already used in the infrared-
sensitive detector arrays of thermographic cameras [221].
The working principle is based on the pyroelectric effect
described in Sect. 6.1 and efforts in the same direction,
however with Pb-free perovskites (e.g., Ba0.67Sr0.33TiO3),
are ongoing [222]. For the wavelength regime of visible
light, Saidaminov et al. designed in 2015 metal-semicon-
ductor-metal photodetectors with practically uniform
absorption characteristics between 380 and 550 nm [223]:
The metal was optically transparent indium-tin oxide and
methylammonium lead bromide (MAPbBr3) served as
semiconductor, providing free charge carriers under photo-
excitation. It is interesting to note that the perovskite layers,
prepared from wet-chemical solutions, had single-
crystalline properties over length scales of more than
30mm even on a non-crystalline glass substrate. Further-
more, CsPbBr3 [55] and MAPbI3 [224, 225] are proven to
have excellent absorption characteristics for X- and g-rays,
making them suitable for radiation detection in the short-
wavelength regime. The strong absorption is evidently
related to their lead contents but, in a positive sense,

photoelectric X- and g-ray detectors can possibly serve for
the direct conversion of radiation energy into electrical
currents [224].

As an inversion of the solar cells discussed above,
MAPbI3�xClx was successfully employed as active material
in light-emitting diodes with sharply defined emission peaks
at 754 nm for electroluminescence and at 773 nm in case of
photoluminescence [226]. Furthermore, also amplified
spontaneous light emission (lasing) was demonstrated with
perovskites of the MAPbX3 family (X: Cl�, Br�, I�) in
which the emission wavelength could be tuned in the range
from 390 to 790 nm, thus including and exceeding the entire
visible spectrum [227]. Tuning of the wavelength was
achieved by adjusting the ratio of the three different halides
by mixing the precursor solutions.

9 Conclusions and outlook In this review we have
seen how a naturally occurring mineral has become the
archetype for a tremendously large classof compounds thanks
to its extraordinarycompositional and structuralflexibility.Of
course, not all facets could be discussed in detail, but it is
interesting to note that many of the special properties were
alreadywellknownin theperiodbetween1950and1955.This
includes ferro- and antiferromagnetism, the colossal negative
magnetoresistance, dielectric and piezoelectric properties,
and catalytic activity. By 2016, piezoelectric perovskites are
readily found in commercial applications and this holds for
high-k dielectrics and pyroelectric perovskites as well.
Regarding data storage and readout, magnetoresistive
perovskite devices can so far not compete with mature metal-
and alloy-based techniques within the relevant temperature-
and fields range. In case of catalysis, however, perovskites
may soon play an important role due to limited resources of
precious metals such as platinum and increasing needs in
purification of exhaust gases and environmentally friendly
energy storage and conversion.

The history of superconducting perovskites demon-
strates how long the road from first discoveries to
specialized applications can be: Although discovered
already in 1975 in the BaPb1�xBixO3 system, it took until
1987 when YBCO was developed, the first material
enabling superconductivity by liquid-nitrogen cooling.
Without prior knowledge from years of basic research on
the interplay between structural-, compositional-, and
electronic properties, this material would possibly have
never been designed. But, all over sudden, intense research-
and development activities were launched, that
went down again a decade later when the initially bright
perspectives were seen in a more realistic way. Today,
nobody awaits a superconducting power grid but in
specialized research fields that rely on sensitive magnetom-
etry or strong magnetic fields, perovskite-based super-
conductors have found their well-deserved place.

The recent rise of perovskite-based solar cells � with
research-cell efficiency records over 22% � has been
tremendously rapid, positioning perovskite solar cells as a
disruptive class PV technology to challenge or complement
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the traditional and commercial ones for the next generation
of solar energy conversion. As perovskite solar cells are a
very recent category in photovoltaics, they are not yet
inserted into the latest international photovoltaic technology
road-maps (e.g., International Energy Agency IEA and
International Technology Roadmap for Photovoltaic
ITRPV). It is however expected that multi-junction
perovskite solar cells will soon outperform traditional
single-junction monocrystalline silicon solar cells. The
major challenges that have to be tackled towards
commercialization are related to toxicity (lead-free materi-
als are needed), large-area production, and long-term
stability. In comparison to the oxide-based high-Tc super-
conductors, the halide-based photovoltaic materials offer
relatively facile preparation by wet-chemical routes and this
is certainly a good starting condition for prosperous
evolutions in this field.

Coming back to the oxides topic, we conclude our
review with a suggestion for further reading: ‘The 2016
oxide electronic materials and oxide interfaces roadmap’,
written by not less than 44 top experts in this field, gives an
excellent and complete status inventory together with a
scientific and technological forecast [228]. Evolutions to
come, all based on perovskites, include ferroelectric optical
modulators, all-oxide solar cells, thermoelectric energy
conversion, new water-splitting technologies, spin valves
made of multiferroics, superconducting supermagnets and
field-effect transistors with perovskite-perovskite interfaces
as charge-carrier channels. And as always: Accidental
observations can open the door towards unexpected
breakthroughs, we just need to be prepared and carry on.
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